How High The Moon

Harmonization of the 1st Phrase (Part 2)

This page uses darker colors (but not that dark...no Halloween II here...).

1) Key of Db

2) Key of C

3) Key of F

Playing order: ● ○ □ △

○ = opt.
4) Key of G

5) Key of Gb

6) Key of Ab

--- 2ND PHRASE ---
7) Key of E

8) Key of E

9) Key of E
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HARMONIZATION of 1ST PHRASE of 'HOW HIGH THE MOON'

This page was darker colours (but not that dark.....no Helloween in here...)

Key of D

Key of C

Key of B

Key of A

Key of G

Key of F

Key of E

Key of D

Key of C

Key of B

Key of A

Key of G